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Introduction: Olympus Mons is an immense volcano,
reaching up to 23 km height above base and 600 km in di-
ameter, located to the northwest of the Tharsis Rise on Mars.
The volcanic edifice is partially bounded by an escarpment
of height up to 10 km, known as the basal scarp. Lobate de-
posits with rugged morphology (the Olympus Mons aureole
deposits, or “OMAD”) extend outwards from the base of the
scarp for hundreds of kilometers, with greatest extents and
widths to the northwest of the edifice [e.g., 1].

The origin of the OMAD is controversial. Plausible em-
placement mechanisms for the OMAD fall broadly into two
categories. Under the first category, flank failure, the OMAD
are interpreted as material derived from the slopes of the
Olympus Mons edifice either as catastrophic landslides [2] or
as thrusting or gravity spreading/sliding of local sediments or
flank material at low strain rates [3,4]. Structural modeling of
stresses in a growing volcanic edifice subject to a detached
basal boundary condition [5] suggested an analog to the large
landslides and slumps discovered off the flanks of Hawaiian
volcanoes [6]. The second group of hypotheses proposes that
the OMAD are volcanic products, e.g., pyroclastic flows or
eroded effusive volcanic flows [7-9] emplaced locally, i.e.,
from a source beneath the deposits themselves, possibly pre-
dating the construction of the Olympus Mons edifice. For
such scenarios, the basal scarp has no direct relation to the
aureoles. The apparent absence of bedding in Viking images
of aureole ridges led to their characterization as “thick, easily
eroded deposits typical of unwelded ash flow tuffs” [7].

MOC Data: High-resolution Narrow Angle (NA) Mars
Orbital Camera (MOC) images reveal the small-scale struc-
ture of the aureole lobes. Much of the aureole consists of
narrow linear ridges or broader rectilinear blocks with sub-
horizontal surfaces (Fig. 1a, 1b). Fractures are often visible
on block surfaces (Fig. 1b). Topographic lows are commonly
covered with smooth-textured materials, as are the lower
flanks of many ridges and blocks. However, coarse-textured
and erosion-resistant materials are often seen at the edges of
blocks and ridges (Fig. 1a).  Some such materials (usually
dark) appear as laterally coherent layered outcrops (Fig. 1a,
label 1), refuting assertions based on Viking images that
aureole materials are predominantly unbedded and poorly
consolidated [7]. Layering, when present, is usually found on
only one side of a ridge (e.g., Fig. 1a), consistent with edge-
on exposure of a tilted block with internal layering.

The presence of lava flows with raised margins (levees)
[e.g., 10], on the exposed surfaces of aureole blocks provides
the “smoking gun” that decisively demonstrates the deriva-
tion of the aureole lobes from Olympus Mons flank materi-
als. Levees are indicated by pairs of parallel ridges of vary-
ing sinuosity in the MOC NA images. Flows with leveed
margins are common on the Olympus Mons edifice [10-12]
and are particularly prominent in MOC images of the edifice
and scarp, but are largely absent elsewhere in the vicinity of
Olympus Mons [11]. A survey of NA MOC images reveals
that leveed flows tend to occur on higher slopes than lobate
flows [12]. Accordingly, there is little evidence for intact

leveed flows in the flat or very gently sloping lava plains
between the edifice and the aureole [12]. However, some
aureole blocks (e.g., Fig. 1b) exhibit on their exposed sur-
faces pairs of raised parallel lineations that resemble the
margins of leveed lava flows. The lineations terminate
sharply at block edges, indicating that the flows were em-
placed before the blocks were formed. The overall surface
morphology of such blocks, with multiple leveed flow rem-
nants and impact craters that cover such flows (Fig. 1b), is
similar to surfaces on the main edifice and in flow units
draped over sections of the basal scarp. The most plausible
in-situ volcanic flow scenarios for aureole formation [7] in-
voke explosive (e.g., pyroclastic) rather than effusive flows,
an interpretation inconsistent with the presence of effusive
leveed flows. Thus, the aureole blocks exhibiting leveed flow
remnants are most likely to have been derived from the
flanks of the Olympus Mons edifice.

Volume Balance Between Edifice and Aureole. The
connection between aureole material and the distal flanks of
Olympus Mons has been called into question on volumetric
and geometric grounds. Given the link between edifice and
aureole materials presented above, we explore the implica-
tions for the pre-failure geometry of the edifice. We recon-
struct the pre-failure geometry of the north flank and the
adjoining north aureole lobe [1] using Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (MOLA) topography [13] via the method of [14],
under the assumptions that the whole lobe was derived as a
landslide from the concave, north-facing embayment in the
basal scarp and that gentle upper flank slopes continued far-
ther northward. Reconstructions that roughly balance the
volumes of the aureole lobe and reconstructed north flank
(~8.6 x 104 km3) extend the edifice edge about 60 km to the
north (~20% increase in radius). Given multiple failure
events comparable in size to the north lobe event, it is plausi-
ble to derive the observed aureole lobes from an edifice of
dimensions and flank slopes similar to those observed at
present.

Hawaiian Analogs.  Hawaiian volcanoes offer direct ana-
logs to many features observed at Olympus Mons. The
Nuuanu slide, an enormous debris avalanche derived from
the north flank of Oahu [14], contains flat-topped blocks
(e.g., the Tuscaloosa seamount, the large block in the center
of Fig. 1c) and narrow ridges that resemble those in Olympus
Mons aureole lobes (e.g., Figs. 1a, 1b). Many of the edifices
exhibit seaward-facing fault systems that may be analogs to
detachment faults that exposed the Olympus Mons basal
scarp. The best examples are the Hilina Pali faults on Kilauea
[e.g., 15]. Many such faults are buried and smoothed by sub-
sequent volcanic flows, in a manner similar to that observed
at certain flank sectors [e.g., 1] on Olympus Mons. Addition-
ally, volcanic strata within the Olympus Mons basal scarp
may have been uplifted and backtilted [4,9] above distal
thrust ramps, similar to the frontal bench structures seen on
the lower flanks of Kilauea and Mauna Loa [e.g., 16]. Many
of these frontal benches have experienced subsequent de-
tachment and break-up, resulting in the emplacement of
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modest debris fields. Such materials are potential aureole
analogs, although the volumes of the former are much
smaller than those of the latter. We note that [17] proposed a
thrust-based scarp formation mechanism, specifically as the
front of a (fault bend or fault propagation) fold. However,
these workers explicitly discounted a connection between the
scarp and the aureole, due to difficulties in producing the
observed volumes of aureole lobes from the fronts or tops of
the folds. In contrast, for mass movement scenarios, the ori-
gin of the basal scarp (as the headscarp of the slides) is inti-
mately related to the origin of the OMAD.

Rapid or Slow Flank Failure?  Given the evidence that
aureole materials are derived from the flanks of Olympus
Mons, the question of deformation rate remains: both slow
[e.g., creep and fault slip: 3, 4] and rapid [e.g., catastrophic:
1,2,5] flank-derived aureole formation mechanisms have
been proposed. The presence of tilted and overturned blocks
exhibiting non-coherent orientations with respect to origi-
nally sub-horizontal surfaces (e.g., Figs. 1a and 1b) favors a
catastrophic mechanism, as does the resemblance of the
aureole block and ridge morphology to the Nuuanu slide
(Fig. 1c), a event known to be catastrophic. In contrast, a
thrust sheet mechanism [3, 4] would be expected to leave at
least somewhat coherent and laterally extensive folds,
whereas the purported “folds” in the aureoles are now seen to
be individual blocks of former edifice materials. Second, the
gravity-driven thrust sheet scenario cannot explain the char-
acteristic topographic profile, with the highest elevations in
mid-lobe. In contrast, such a pattern is consistent with fea-
tures (such as transverse and surge ridges) observed in ava-
lanches and debris flows [18, 19]. Further, thrust sheet sce-
narios require a substantial (order 100%) elongation of the
paleo-edifice to the northwest such that material can be de-
livered throughout the currently observed extent of the aure-
ole lobes [e.g., 3]. The difficulties in explaining the growth
of such an asymmetric edifice have been cited in critical
assessments of mass movement aureole scenarios [e.g., 9],
but as demonstrated by the flank reconstructions described
above, repeated cycles of edifice growth and catastrophic
collapse allow generation of broad aureole lobes from an
edifice not greatly different in size and shape from the cur-
rent one. Thus, a catastrophic mass-movement origin for the
Olympus Mons aureole deposits is consistent with the evi-
dence from MGS presented above and with our understand-
ing of volcanic flank failure processes.

Flank Weakening Mechanisms.  The relatively low
slopes of Olympus Mons (average values around 5-6 de-
grees) do not favor flank failure. A flank weakening mecha-
nism is therefore suggested. One likely candidate is the pres-
ence of excess pore fluid pressure Pf along a low-
permeability basal detachment underlying the volcanic edi-
fice, as proposed for Hawaiian volcanoes [20]. High Pf re-
duces effective friction, enabling slip at relatively low shear
stresses. The requirement of pore fluid for detachment behav-
ior implies the presence of liquid water. In the Hawaiian
case, the pore water was entrained within marine clay sedi-
ments at the time of deposition and trapped by the growing
volcano [20, 21] At Olympus Mons, potential sources of
water include outflow channels from the adjacent Tharsis rise
[22] and pre-edifice basement sediments, such as those cur-
rently covering large portions of the northern lowlands, the
latter perhaps deposited by standing bodies of water [e.g.,
23]. Recently discovered fluvial features distributed preferen-
tially around the margins of the youngest aureole lobes [12]

suggest expulsion of significant volumes of water from the
bases of those lobes, as expected for a catastrophic flank
movement rooted in an overpressurized detachment.
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Figure 1.  (a) Close up of MOC NA image M20-00727
(horizontal scale ~3 km), with aureole ridge displaying evi-
dence for strong layers on south side (label 1) and an absence
of such layering on north side (label 2). (b) Section of MOC
NA image M13-01219 (horizontal scale ~1.5 km) showing
raised parallel lineations suggestive of leveed flows (labels 1-
3, with arrows) and impact crater (label 4). (c) Bathymetry of
the Nuuanu slide off of the Hawaiian island of Oahu (left).
Horizontal scale ~200 km; northeast to right of image. Note
the large flat-topped block in mid-image (Tuscaloosa
Seamount) surrounded by smaller blocks and linear ridges.
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